ABSTRACT Distributed cooperative co-evolution (DCC) is an effective way to solve large-scale optimization problems. The cooperative co-evolution methodology can reduce the optimizing complexity by dividing a large-scale problem into small subcomponents, and distributed computation can accelerate the optimizing speed. However, existing DCC algorithms often encounter deficiency in overlapping problems that cannot be ideally divided due to unavoidable overlaps between subcomponents. To address this issue, this paper proposes an algorithm called distributed cooperative co-evolutionary covariance matrix adaptation evolution strategy (DCCMAES) to solve large-scale overlapping optimization problems. First, a new grouping scheme is introduced, where a variable, if needed, can be assigned into multiple subcomponents. Second, to address the conflicts caused by optimizing multiple copies of shared variables, a random orthogonal experiment method is proposed to generate global solutions. Moreover, three cooperation schemes are proposed to coordinate the optimizers in DCCMAES during evolution. The experiments on benchmark functions and a real-world application show that DCCMAES is promising for global optimization of large-scale overlapping problems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Large-scale global optimization (LSGO) is a challenging topic in the research field of evolutionary computation (EC). LSGO problems are intractable for two difficulties: high dimensionality and high computational burden [1] - [3] . In the literature, a promising way to relieve the stress brought by high dimensionality is the cooperation co-evolution (CC) methodology, which divides a LSGO problem into small subcomponents and yields a near-optimal global solution by solving the subcomponents collaboratively. Accordingly, a wealth of cooperative co-evolutionary algorithms (CCEAs) are proposed [4] - [7] . With respect to addressing the difficulty of high computation burden, a fruitful research line is
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to transplant the traditional evolutionary algorithms (EAs) onto distributed or parallel platforms [8] , [9] . Several notable distributed models have been proposed [10] - [16] , such as the master-slave model [10] , the island model [11] , the pool model [12] , etc.
Notably, the CC methodology intrinsically owns parallelism due to its divide-and-conquer nature. Combining CC and distributed computation thus may provide a straightforward and effective solution to address the two difficulties of LSGO simultaneously. However, few research efforts have been devoted to DCC to combine the merits of both CC and distributed computation. In a recent work [1] , we proposed a double-layer DCC framework that could provide linear or even super-linear speed-up ratio compared with serial CC (SCC), but only when the problem can be divided into independent subcomponents. When facing the problem that are non-separable, the performance of our DCC framework, as in traditional CC methodology [17] - [19] , remains far from satisfactory.
Overlapping LSGO problems that must have variables shared among subcomponents widely exist in the real world [20] - [22] . A typical example is the water distribution network (WDN) optimization problem, which aims to minimize the constructing or maintaining expenditure by selecting suitable pipe types. It is common that some pipes are used to connect the subnetworks that belong to different district metering areas (DMAs). Using the traditional CC methodology, these pipes that actually do not belong to any DMA would be assigned to one subcomponent arbitrarily. Such assignment is obviously problematic since these pipes can affect both of the subnetworks connected by them, not only the one they are assigned to. As suggested by the example, to solve overlapping LSGO problems efficiently, a new grouping method that allows shared variables and a cooperation scheme that can evolve shared variables effectively are in great need.
To address the above issues, we draw inspiration from the factored evolutionary algorithm (FEA) [23] . FEA factors the objective function by creating overlapping subpopulations, each of which optimizes a group of variables with one or more variables coexisting in other subpopulations. When building a global solution, the subpopulations compete with each other, offering each shared variable a value that can lead to the best objective value. Meanwhile, the global solution shares the values of the shared variables with the worst individual of each subpopulation. Since FEA was not specially designed for overlapping LSGO problems, the competition and sharing methods are naïve and inefficient when dealing with shared variables. However, they do hint at how we can conduct grouping and co-evolution in overlapping LSGO problems.
In this paper, we introduce the concepts of competition and sharing into DCC to solve overlapping LSGO problems effectively and efficiently. The covariance matrix adaptation evolution strategy (CMA-ES) [24] is adopted as the base optimizer since it has shown good performance in solving LSGO problems [19] . The proposed algorithm is thus called distributed cooperative co-evolutionary CMA-ES (DCCMAES), which contains three major innovations. First, a grouping method is designed to detect shared variables and assign them to multiple subcomponents. Second, as implementation of the competition concept, a random orthogonal experiment (ROE) method is proposed to generate global solutions. Third, three sharing/cooperation schemes, tailored for ES algorithms, are developed to enhance the co-evolution efficiency of subcomponents. Experiments on CEC2013 LSGO benchmark functions [25] and the WDN optimization problem are conducted to validate the advantage of the proposed algorithm.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the formal definition of overlapping optimization problems considered in this paper is given. Section III briefly reviews CMA-ES and DCC. Section IV explains the proposed DCCMAES in detail. In Section V, experiments are conducted to validate the effectiveness and efficiency of DCCMAES. Finally, Section VI draws the conclusion.
II. DEFINITION OF OVERLAPPING PROBLEMS
As in DG2 [19] , we judge whether two variables in an optimization problem are interactive to each other by their differential relationship:
Definition 1 (Explicit Interaction): Given a function f (θ 1 ,. . . , θ D ), a pair of variables θ p and θ q are said to explicitly interact with each other if
Taking variables as vertices and explicit interactions among variables as edges, the relationships of all variables can be characterized by a graph. Two variables explicitly interact with each other if and only if they are adjacent in the graph. Based on the graph, the implicit interaction and independency between two variables can be defined.
Definition 2 (Implicit Interaction): Given a function f (θ 1 ,. . . , θ D ), a pair of variables θ p and θ q are said to implicitly interact with each other if they are not adjacent and there is a path connecting them.
Definition 3 (Independence): Given a function f (θ 1 ,. . . , θ D ), a pair of variables θ p and θ q are said to be independent of each other if they neither explicitly nor implicitly interact with each other. Based on these three definitions, LSGO problems can be classified into three categories: totally separable, partially separable, and non-separable. The variable relationship in these three kinds of problems are displayed in Fig. 1 .
Assume that there are six variables in the problems. Fig. 1(a) shows a totally separable problem. As can be seen, there is no edge in the figure, suggesting that all the variables are independent of each other. Fig. 1(b) shows a partially separable problem, where variables can be divided into several unconnected groups (e.g. {θ 1 , θ 2 , θ 6 } and {θ 3 , θ 4 , θ 5 }). The variables in the same group interact with each other, while the variables in different groups are independent of each other. Traditional CC can handle both totally separable problems and partially separable problems well, but its performance on non-separable problems is poor.
In a non-separable problem, all variables interact with each other in an explicit or implicit way. The number of edges (explicit interaction) determines the difficulty of grouping. A problem where most variables explicitly interact with each other is very difficult to be divided. An extreme case is shown in Fig. 1(c) , where a complete graph suggests explicit interaction between every pair of variables, and as can be seen, there is no evident subcomponents. However, in many real-world applications such as the optimization problems of WDN, the explicit interactions among variables are not so dense. Instead, the variable relationship is more likely to have a community structure. That is, variables in the same community have dense explicit interactions, whilst variables in different communities rarely interact in an explicit way. Further, some variables may belong to multiple communities, leading to an overlapping community structure. Fig. 1(d) gives an example of such problems. As can be seen, there are two communities ({θ 1 , θ 2 , θ 3 , θ 6 } and {θ 3 , θ 4 , θ 5 }) joining at a shared node θ 3 . We define this kind of problems as overlapping problems and they are the main concern of this paper.
III. BACKGROUND
In this section, the base optimizer CMA-ES is reviewed at first. Then DCC is demonstrated through comparison with SCC.
A. CMA-ES
ES is a class of algorithms that generate solutions by sampling mutation distributions. Self-adaption is the key to establish the mutation distributions [26] . As the name suggests, in CMA-ES, the covariance matrix of a multi-variate normal distribution is adapted in order to fit the contour lines of the objective function to be minimized (without loss of generality, the problems considered in this paper are assumed to be minimization problems). Besides initialization, CMA-ES is mainly composed of four steps: sampling, selection and recombination, adaption of the covariance matrix, and stepsize control.
1) SAMPLING
Suppose that there are λ individuals in the population {x 1 ,. . . ,x λ }. In CMA-ES, they are generated by sampling a multivariate normal distribution, denoted as follows:
where '∼' denotes that its left side and its right side obey the same distribution. g stands for the generation number. N (0, C g )denotes a multivariate normal distribution whose mean is zero and covariance matrix is C g . Meanwhile, m g , the mean vector of the distribution, is derived from m g
2 C g where σ g is the standard deviation. In CMA-ES, it also represents the step-size.
2) SELECTION AND RECOMBINATION
After sampling, the fitness values of these individuals are calculated. Sorted by the fitness values, the top µ individuals in the population will be selected to update the mean of the distribution. Usually µ is set to the half or quarter of λ. The new mean is updated as a weighted average of these selected individuals, which is shown as:
where w i (i = 1, 2, . . . , µ) is a group of positive weights that sum up to one and satisfy w 1 ≥ w 2 ≥. . . ≥ w µ >0, and c m ∈[0,1] is a learning rate that is usually set to 1.
3) ADAPTION OF THE COVARIANCE MATRIX
During each generation, the covariance matrix is updated according to:
where y 1 and c µ are the learning rate of the rank-one-update and the rank-µ-update, respectively. p g+1 c is the evolution path at generation g + 1.
As can be seen, the updating formula consists of three parts. The first part is the covariance matrix of the former generation. The second part is called rank-one-update which updates the covariance matrix using one single selected step. Herein, the selected step is the evolution path. The final part is rank-µ-update which updates the covariance matrix by all selected individuals at generation g+1. For more details about the derivations and calculations in the updating procedure, please refer to [26] .
4) STEP-SIZE CONTROL
Although the covariance matrix adaptation changes the stepsize in an implicit way, it is not efficient enough to make the algorithm converge. A step-size control method called cumulative step length adaption is thus applied. It is devised based on the evolution paths. Three different situations are considered. First, if the evolution steps in different generations cancel each other out, the step-size should be decreased. Second, if the evolution steps enhance each other, the stepsize should be increased. Third, the ideal situation is that the VOLUME 7, 2019 evolution steps are perpendicular to each other. Correspondingly, the step-size is updated by:
where c σ is a learning rate parameter.
w 2 i , and d σ is a damping parameter approximately equal to 1.
B. DCC
Generally, there are two steps in a CCEA: decomposition (grouping) and optimization [1] . These two steps are relatively independent of each other, implying that we can make an effective CCEA by combining any suitable decomposition technique and EA. Decomposition methods work similarly in both DCC and SCC. The difference between DCC and SCC is in the second step, i.e. optimization.
Considering a D-dimension problem Q ={θ 1 ,. . . , θ D }, a CCEA divides it into M independent subcomponents at first:
In (7), the first condition requires that all the subcomponents must contain at least one variable. The second condition requires that there is no shared variable between every two subcomponents.
Based on the subcomponents obtained as above, the optimization process of SCC works in a round-robin way. Each time, only one subcomponent is optimized, and the others are held fixed. On the contrary, DCC optimizes subcomponents simultaneously. The difference is demonstrated in Fig. 2 .
In the example of Fig. 2 , the problem is decomposed into M subcomponents, Q 1 ={θ 1 , θ 2 , θ 3 }, Q 2 ={θ 4 , θ 5 , θ 6 }, etc. For SCC, the optimization process starts from the first optimizer O 1 . It evolves and updates the values of the first three dimensions in the global solution. Then, the successive optimizers work and update the values of their corresponding dimensions in the global solution one by one until the final optimizer O M . After the whole global solution is updated, the generation increases. Different from SCC, in DCC, all the optimizers evolve and update the global solution simultaneously. Moreover, to reduce the communication cost, DCC usually does not synchronize the optimizers in every generation. Instead, the optimizers evolve several generations independently and then communicate with each other once.
SCC usually can find better solutions than DCC given the same number of fitness evaluations (FEs). The reason is that in SCC, each subcomponent can immediately utilize the latest achievements made by the former subcomponents when it evolves. On the contrary, in DCC, the global solution used during optimization is produced several generations ago. When one subcomponent evolves, it cannot use the others' latest achievements until synchronization. However, given the same execution time, DCC usually performs better since it can accelerate the optimizing speed by involving more computational resources.
IV. DISTRIBUTED COOPERATIVE CO-EVOLUTIONARY COVARIANCE MATRIX ADAPTATION EVOLUTION STRATEGY
In this section, the proposed DCCMAES is described in detail. First, the grouping algorithm for overlapping problems is explained. Second, the ROE method used in the competition step is demonstrated. Third, three sharing strategies that suit CMA-ES are proposed. Finally, the whole process of DCCMAES is described.
A. GROUPING ALGORITHM FOR OVERLAPPING PROBLEMS
The goal of grouping is to cluster the interactive variables into the same group and assign mutually independent variables to different groups.
According to the problem definition given in Section II, it is straightforward to use community detection algorithms [22] , [27] to identify subcomponents in an overlapping problem. However, for LSGO problems, grouping through community detection is too costly. Therefore, we propose a grouping algorithm (Algorithm 1) based on a simplified idea of community detection. At first, we identify the explicit interaction among all the variables and establish the corresponding variable relationship graph (line 1). The variable with the smallest degree is then chosen (line 4). For example, among the six variables in Fig. 1(d After removing the obtained group from the universal set of variables Q (line 6), we add the group into the group set GS. The above procedure to identify one group is iterated until all variables have been assigned. In the example of Fig. 1(d) , the iteration occurs twice, leading to two groups, i.e., Q 1 ={θ 3 , θ 4 , θ 5 } and Q 2 ={θ 1 , θ 2 , θ 3 , θ 6 }. Finally, the overlap between the obtained groups is checked (line 11). For every pair of overlapping groups, if the proportion of shared variables exceeds a predefined threshold ζ , namely the acceptable overlapping rate, the two groups will be merged (line [12] [13] [14] . Otherwise, the two groups remain unchanged and a new group containing the shared variable will be added to the overlapping set OS (line 15). In Fig. 1(d) , given that ζ is smaller than or equal to 1/3, Q 1 and Q 2 will be merged. Otherwise, Q 1∩2 will be added into OS.
After decomposition, each group is optimized by a CMA-ES optimizer. Since the optimizing process is similar to traditional CC, it will not be discussed here.
B. COMPETITION BY A RANDOM ORTHOGONAL EXPERIMENT METHOD
The concept of competition is to let the optimized values of a shared variable from different optimizers to compete and locate the specific value that can lead to the best global solution. However, since shared variables widely exist among subcomponents of an overlapping problem, it is unrealistic to find the best value combination of shared variables by enumerating all the possible combinations. For example, if there are 100 shared variables and each variable has two candidate values, to find the best combination, we need to test 2 100 combinations, which is apparently too costly. Thus, we would rather to deduce a near-optimal value combination of the shared variables through testing a limited number of combinations. A possible way to achieve this goal is the orthogonal experimental design approach.
The orthogonal experiment is a kind of fractional factorial experiment [28] . A full factorial experiment will consider all the combinations of different levels across all the factors. When the number of combinations is too high to be feasible, a fractional factorial experiment is employed to select some particular combinations. The orthogonal experiment uses an orthogonal table to decide the considered combinations. The orthogonal table is built based on two rules: 1) the levels of each factor are tested for equal times, and 2) all the level combinations of every two factors are tested for equal times. Table 1 shows a simple orthogonal table that contains seven factors with two levels. As can be seen, the orthogonal experiment will only select eight combinations out of the (2 7 = 128) possible combinations. 
where h(c l ) equals the objective value of a combination c l if level j of factor i is adopted in c l . Otherwise, h(c l ) equals zero. Finally, the combination deduced by selecting the level that achieves the minimum parameter value of each factor is tested. If it is better than all the combinations in the orthogonal table, it is the result of the orthogonal experiment. Otherwise, the best combination in the orthogonal table is returned as the result. Thus, for a problem which contains seven shared variables, totally we need to test nine combinations. In the proposed DCCMAES, each shared variable and its candidate values from the base optimizers are considered as a factor and its levels, respectively. When evaluating the objective value of a combination c l , the fitness of an individual containing c l is used. The orthogonal experimental design method can thus be employed to deduce a promising combination of the shared variables. However, as the number of shared variables increases, it will be more and more ineffective to directly apply the orthogonal experiment method. The reason is that the orthogonal experiment only considers the combinations of every two factors (variables). If there are 10 shared variables, the combinations of two variables will be quite meaningful to check. But if there are 100 shared variables, it will be less meaningful to check the combinations of two variables. To address this problem and further improve the efficiency, we propose a random orthogonal experiment (ROE) competition method (Algorithm 2). As shown in Algorithm 2, each time we select the shared variables in Ne overlapping sets to conduct the orthogonal experiment (line 3-7). For example, if there are four overlapping sets, each with five shared variables, and Ne = 2, the orthogonal experiment will be conducted twice. Each experiment deals with two overlaps containing 10 variables. The order to select the overlapping sets is randomly determined (line 2). When Ne equals |OS|, the ROE competition method will degrade to a direct orthogonal experiment method that handles all the shared variables together.
Additionally, it should be noticed that the ROE method, as a competition step, does not consider the global solutions generated before. We allow the global solution generated at the g th generation to be worse than the previous one for two reasons. First, as aforementioned, the competition itself cannot guarantee to be the most ideal combination. Second, although the fitness of the global solution is our objective, it is not necessarily the correct measurement of optimization progress. Increase in the objective value may not represent deterioration of the optimization process.
C. COOPERATION SCHEMES
To accelerate the optimizing speed, each optimizer should learn from the adjacent optimizers whose groups overlap with its own group. However, different from the population-based EAs such as PSO and GA, ES algorithms do not maintain a fixed population. Solutions are generated by sampling a mutation distribution instead of making arithmetic operations and/or recombination on individuals. Thus, most of the cooperation schemes proposed for population-based EAs, such as replacing individuals and changing values on specific dimensions of some individuals, cannot be directly utilized in ES algorithms. Hence, specific cooperation schemes are needed.
In this paper, the adopted optimizer is CMA-ES, whose solutions are generated according to a multi-variate normal distribution. There are three components that compose a multi-variate normal distribution, the covariance matrix C, the step-size σ , and the mean vector m. The covariance matrix C fits the contour lines of the objective function and captures the relationships among variables. Since the variables varies across groups, it is meaningless for a CMA-ES optimizer to learn the covariance matrices from the others. The stepsize σ is used to adjust the search range. It is adaptively changed according to the optimizing speed of the optimizer. Since different optimizers might have different optimizing speed, it is also meaningless for a CMA-ES optimizer to learn the step-size of the others. Thus, the only component worth sharing is the mean vector m. More specifically, the values to be shared among optimizers should be the mean values of the shared variables.
Further, no matter how many optimizers is optimizing a shared variable, only one value can be used in the global solution. Thus, it is expected that different optimizers can achieve an agreement on such overlap. That is, they converge to the same point on the shared variables. Based on this fundamental idea, three cooperation schemes are devised. For conciseness, the following illustration takes a variable θ i shared by two optimizers as an example. Assume that the mean values of θ i in the two optimizers are a and b, respectively, and the value of θ i in the global solution gs is taken from the first optimizer. Note that the three cooperation schemes operate in the same way when dealing with more shared variables or variables shared by three or more optimizers.
1) THE WC SCHEME: MOVING THE WORSE CLOSE TO THE BETTER
The fact that the value of θ i in the global solution gs is taken from the first optimizer implies that the distribution of the first group on θ i is better than the distribution of the second group, especially when the means of the two distributions are far from each other. In this case, we take a as the reference point and move the worse mean value b close to it. Fig. 3 shows the idea of this cooperation scheme. 
2) THE GS SCHEME: GETTING CLOSE TO THE GLOBAL SOLUTION
When the two distributions are relatively close as shown in Fig. 4 , gs using the value taken from the first optimizer does not necessarily mean that the distribution of the first optimizer on θ i is better. In this case, we consider gs as a main reference point and move both distributions of the two optimizers close to gs.
3) THE EO SCHEME: GETTING CLOSE TO EACH OTHER
Setting all the judgements and the conditions aside, in essence we want the two distributions of the shared variable to converge around the same mean. Thus, a simple strategy is to move both distribution close to each other without checking which one is better. Therefore, the intermediate point of a and b, (a+b)/2, becomes the reference point.
After finding the reference point, the moving direction is determined, and the remaining problem is how far the movement should be. In DCCMAES, the distribution moves in an asymptotic manner. Suppose that there are G generations in total and in the g-th generation, the mean value z should be moved towards the reference point r as follows:
where p∈(0,1) is a predefined parameter, namely the initial moving rate. In the first cooperation scheme, z is b and r is a. In the second cooperation scheme, z is a and b, and r is gs. In the third cooperation scheme, z is a and b, and r is (a+b)/2. To facilitate illustration, we use DCCMAES/WC, DCCMAES/GS, and DCCMAES/EO to denote the DCCMAES using these three cooperation schemes, respectively.
D. INTEGRATED PROCESS OF DCCMAES
Assembling the above components together, we can get the overall procedure of DCCMAES. The flowchart of DCCMAES is shown in Fig. 6 .
FIGURE 6. Flowchart of DCCMAES.
At first, the problem is decomposed. Then the dotted box shows that there are M optimizers doing the optimization process simultaneously. After each T generations, they synchronize once to generate the global solution and to share information. Finally, after G generations, the algorithm terminates and returns gs as the result.
V. EXPERIMENTS
Different from the existing works proposed for LSGO problems, DCCMAES focuses on overlapping problems. Thus, in the experiments, we investigate the performance of DCCMAES on overlapping functions and an overlapping real-world application. First, the benchmark functions are created. Then, the effectiveness of the ROE competition method is discussed. Afterwards, the influence of the initial learning rate p is investigated for each cooperation scheme. Utilizing the chosen p values, we compared DCCMAES with SCC and traditional DCC to validate its effectiveness. Finally, we apply DCCMAES to WDN optimization problems to show its practical significance. VOLUME 7, 2019 A. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS
1) Benchmark
The benchmark overlapping functions are created based on CEC'2013 LSGO benchmark functions [25] . In the 15 functions of CEC'2013 LSGO benchmark, there are two overlapping functions f 13 and f 14 . f 13 is named the conforming overlapping function, while f 14 is named the conflicting overlapping function. As the name suggests, in conforming overlapping functions, the value of a shared variable conforms in different subcomponents. On the contrary, in conflicting overlapping functions, the value of a shared variable conflicts in different subcomponents. Take a simple function which contains three variables {θ 1 , θ 2 , θ 3 } as an example. Divide it into two groups {θ 1 , θ 2 } and {θ 2 , θ 3 }. θ 2 is the shared variable. In a conforming overlapping function, the optimal value of θ 2 in the first subcomponent is also the optimal value in the second subcomponent. But in a conflicting overlapping function, the optimal value of θ 2 in the first subcomponent is not the optimal value in the second subcomponent.
Based on these two functions, we have created another 10 functions by replacing the base function from the Schwefer's function to the Elliptic function and the Rastrigin's function. Thus, there are totally 12 functions. The Elliptic function is a unimodal function. The Schwefer's function and the Rastrigin's function are multimodal functions that are more difficult to be optimized than the Elliptic function. Moreover, both uniform and nonuniform subcomponent sizes are considered in the benchmark. Details about the benchmark functions are shown in Table 2 . For the functions with uniform subcomponent size, the size of each subcomponent is 50. For the functions with nonuniform subcomponent sizes, there are three levels of subcomponent sizes, 25, 50, and 100. Each function has 20 subcomponents. The size of the overlap part is 5. Thus, before decomposition, the size of each function is 1000-(20-1)×5= 905, and there are totally 95 shared variables in each function.
2) PARAMETER SETTINGS
Different from the works in serial computing environment, in distributed computing environment, the number of FEs is usually not taken as the measurement of computing resources, since the execution time is not decided by FEs [1] . Therefore, in the following experiments, only the generation number is defined. If there is no extra specification, 10000 generations are given each time. After every 20 generations, we synchronize the optimizers to execute the competition and cooperation procedures. In this paper, we will not elaborate on the problem of how much the synchronization frequency should be, since it is a complicated problem influenced by many factors such as the problem structure, the overlapping size, and the base optimizer, etc. Full investigation on this problem will be carried out in future studies. In the following experiments, we focus on the effectiveness of the proposed competition method and the cooperation schemes. As for the population size, it is set according to the recommendation of CMA-ES as a logarithm of the problem scale:
(10)
B. ROE COMPETITION METHOD
In this experiment, the effectiveness of the ROE competition method and the setting of the parameter Ne are investigated.
To validate the effectiveness of the ROE method, we compare the performances of two versions of DCCMAES, which use the ROE competition method and the random competition method in FEA as the competition mechanism, respectively. To avoid the influence of other factors, the cooperation schemes are all removed. Both the random competition method and the ROE competition method are applied in each synchronization to see which method can generate better global solutions. The comparison is made 20 times on each function independently. Thus, there will be 10000 times competitions. Two Ne values, 19 and 2, are tested to examine the advantage of ROE in comparison with the direct orthogonal experiment method. Experimental results are shown in Table 3 .
When Ne=19, all the 95 shared variables will be considered in one orthogonal experiment competition, and thus ROE degrades into a direct orthogonal experiment. The results show that on 8 functions out of the 12 functions, i.e., {f 1 , f 2 , f 3 , f 4 , f 6 , f 7 , f 11 , f 12 }, the direct orthogonal experiment method is outperformed by the random competition method. When we decrease the Ne value to 2, the ROE method performs much better than the direct one. It outperforms the random competition method on 10 out of 12 functions, i.e., {f 1 , f 2 , f 5 , f 6 , f 7 , f 8 , f 9 , f 10 , f 11 , f 12 }. Although it is still worse than the random competition method on {f 3 , f 4 }, the performance gap between these two competition methods already shrinks. Overall, the results provide strong evidence that the ROE competition method of DCCMAES is better than the random competition method of FEA.
Regarding the setting of Ne, theoretically, the smaller Ne is, the better the ROE method will be. For the benchmark functions tested in this experiment, Ne=2 is small enough to be effective as shown in Table 3 . Ne=1 will cause some extra fitness evaluations. When Ne=19, all 95 variables are considered in one orthogonal experiment. The scale of the smallest orthogonal table that can be used is 128×127, which means 128+1=129 solutions should be evaluated in each competition. When Ne=2, each time, 10 variables are considered in an orthogonal experiment. The scale of the smallest orthogonal table that can be used is 12×11, which means each time we need to evaluate 12+1=13 solutions. There are 10 orthogonal experiments in each competition, therefore we need to evaluate 13×10=130 solutions in total. Only one extra solution is required compared with Ne=19. However, when Ne=1, 5 variables are considered each time. The scale of the smallest orthogonal table that can be used is 8×7, which means each time we need to evaluate 8 + 1 = 9 solutions, and there are 19 orthogonal experiments. Thus, we need to evaluate 9×19=171 solutions in each competition. If 500 times of competitions are considered, there will be (171−130)×500=20500 extra fitness evaluations. According to our empirical studies, the extra 20500 fitness evaluations cannot bring equivalent performance improvement. Thus, in the following experiments, Ne is set as 2.
For other problems with different numbers of variables or more candidate values, scholars can find appropriate orthogonal tables in [29] .
C. PARAMETER INVESTIGATION
The initial moving rate p is investigated for the three cooperation schemes in this subsection. As we can see from the figures, there is not a universal pattern that suits all functions. On some functions, the fitness values decline along with the growth of the p value, such as f 1 and f 6 , etc. On some other functions, things go contrarily.
In order to select a generally good p value, we use a compound rank method. Take f 1 and DCCMAES/WC for instance. First, we rank the five p values according to their corresponding fitness values in ascending order. According to the mean value, p =0.1 is in the fifth place; according to the median value, p =0.1 is in the third place. Thus, the setting p = 0.1 gets 5 + 3 = 8 points on f 1 . Based on this method, we calculate the points of all the five p values on all functions, and add them together. The p value with the smallest points is chosen. As shown in Table 4 , p = 0.7 is chosen for DCCMAES/WC and DCCMAES/EO, and p =0.9 is chosen for DCCMAES/GS.
D. COMPARISON WITH SCC AND TRADITIONAL DCC
In order to show that DCCMAES is capable to improve the performance of CC on overlapping functions, we compare it with SCC and traditional DCC (denoted as TDCC) in the following experiment. Overlapping parts in SCC and TDCC are directly allotted to the groups with smaller indices. For example, the overlapping part Q 1∩2 will be directly allotted to Q 1 . Although it will be unfair to compare DCC and SCC under the same FEs as mentioned in Section II.B, we still give SCC 10000 generations to check the difference. Each algorithm is tested 20 times on each function.
Besides the median, mean, and standard deviation values, the Wilcoxon rank sum test is also conducted to see whether the advantage of DCCMAES is significant over SCC and TDCC. Numerical results are shown in Table 5 .
First, we take a general view of the results. According to the measurements of both median value and mean value, the three DCCMAES algorithms, including DCCMAES/WC, DCCMAES/GS, and DCCMAES/EO, outperform TDCC and SCC on seven out of the 12 functions {f 1 
Then we analyze the results from the perspective of base function. Checking the first four functions created based on the Schwefer's function, we can find that the DCCMAES algorithms perform better than both TDCC and SCC. Only on f 4 , the effectiveness of DCCMAES/EO degenerates. However, on f 5 -f 8 created based on the Elliptic function, SCC shows dominated advantage by outperforming all the distributed algorithms. Comparing DCCMAES and TDCC, we can find an interesting fact that on the two functions with nonuniform subcomponent sizes, i.e. f 5 and f 6 , DCCMAES indeed has improved the performance of TDCC. But on f 7 and f 8 , TDCC is much better. Thus, the size of subcomponents may also affect the algorithms' performance. Finally, on f 9 -f 12 , three DCCMAES algorithms show competitive performance with SCC, and are generally better than TDCC. As aforementioned, the Elliptic function is easier to be optimized than the other two base functions. Thus, based on the results, we can make a rational conjecture that when the function is multimodal, DCCMAES can effectively improve the performance of DCC. When the function is unimodal, the performance of DCCMAES will be affected by other factors such as the subcomponent size. This fact is in accordance with our expectation, since if only one optimal value exists and no local optima presents, communication between subcomponents would be less meaningful. Setting the conflicting character aside, the optimum decided by one subcomponent is definitely the true global optimum. But when the function is multimodal, communication becomes more important as it helps optimizers avoid getting trapped in local optima.
Finally, whether the function is conforming or conflicting does not appear to affect a lot. The special case among the first four function is f 4 , which is a conflicting function. On the contrary, the other special case among the final four function is f 11 , which is a conforming function. On these two functions, DCCMAES does not performs that well.
Overall, we can make a conclusion that when the overlapping function is multimodal and quite hard to be optimized, DCCMAES can effectively improve the performance of DCC.
E. CONVERGENCE BEHAVIOR
In order to gain an insight into the cooperation schemes, the convergence behaviors of all the five algorithms are drawn based on the mean values. Fig. 8 shows the comparison results.
Before analyzing the figures, it should be noticed that in DCC, a newly generated global solution is not guaranteed to be better than the former one. Thus, sometimes the convergence curves are not smooth and may have glitches.
Generally, the results show that all the three cooperation schemes have accelerated the convergence speed. But the acceleration does not always lead to good results. On the first four functions, we can see that when the function is difficult to be optimized, the cooperation schemes not only provide a faster convergence speed in the early stage but also maintain a steady speed in the later stage. However, on f 5 -f 8 , the acceleration brings bad influence. Although Fig. 8(e) and Fig. 8(f) show that the three DCCMAES algorithms are much better than TDCC and stagnate at about 3000 generations, whilst SCC continues to evolve in the following generations. The situation further deteriorates in Fig. 8(g) and Fig. 8(h) , 
implying that when the problem is relatively simple, it will be easy to achieve agreements between different subcomponents. Consequently, the algorithm stagnates very early as the diversity among optimizers vanishes. The difference among the five algorithms in the final four figures is not obvious. But we can still see that DCCMAES algorithms have competitive convergence speed compared with TDCC and SCC. In Fig. 8(i) , we can find that in the later stage, DCCMAES algorithms still have a steady convergence speed while both TDCC and SCC have stopped.
Overall, the figures of convergence behavior have verified the conjecture and the conclusion we made in the last subsection. When dealing with a multimodal problem, DCCMAES is effective. When dealing with a unimodal problem, under some circumstances, DCCMAES can be more effective than TDCC, but SCC should be the first choice if the execution time is not limited.
F. EXPERIMENT ON WDN PROBLEM
Finally, we apply DCCMAES to the WDN optimization problem to examine its practicability. The objective of WDN optimization is to select proper types for pipes in the network to minimize the constructing and maintaining expenditure. The known conditions include layout of network, demand of consumers, supply capacities of reservoirs, engineering standards, commercial pipe types, etc.
There are two paradigms of WDN optimization problems: single-loading and multiple-loading. In the single-loading paradigm, the water demand of each consumer is fixed. In the multiple-loading paradigm, the demand may change over time. Generally, the multiple-loading paradigm is more practical than the single-loading paradigm. Thus, in this experiment, the multiple-loading paradigm is considered. Detailed formulations and definitions of WDN optimization problem can be found in [30] .
A network composed of 200 consumers, 226 pipes, 2 reservoirs, and 6 pumps is adopted as the test case. Its layout is displayed in Fig. 9 . In this network, the left half region is considered to be a residential area, while the right half region is considered to be a commercial area. Thus in the left region, most water is consumed in the morning and evening. On the contrary, in the right region, most water is consumed on the company time. Moreover, there are several constraints in the WDN optimization problem. To handle the hydraulic constraints, a well-known WDN simulation tool EPANET [31] is used. The minimum pressure constraint that cannot be handled by the tool is transformed into a penalty term in the fitness function. The expenditure divided by the maximum cost is considered to be the objective value. Thus, after transformation, the solutions whose fitness values are smaller than 1 is feasible. Otherwise the solution is infeasible. The maximum number of generation is set as 2000. According to the layout of the network, it is divided into two subcomponents. The max friction slope method is used as the decomposition method [32] . For traditional CC, only the peak value of water demand of each consumer is considered so that non-overlapping partitions are generated. For DCCMAES, the decomposition is conducted several times in which the water demands in different time are considered so that overlapping partitions are generated. We compare the three DCCMAES algorithms with TDCC. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 10 in the form of box-plot.
As displayed in Fig. 10 , three DCCMAES algorithms are all able to find feasible solutions. In contrast, TDCC can hardly find any feasible solution. Among the three DCCMAES algorithms, DCCMAES/GS is the best one. DCCMAES/WC and DCCMAES/EO are relatively worse than DCCMAES/GS. Overall, this experiment shows that DCCMAES is truly effective when dealing with real-world applications compared with TDCC.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposes an algorithm called DCCMAES to solve large-scale overlapping optimization problems. Firstly, a new grouping method that allows overlapping subcomponents is devised. Secondly, a new competition method called ROE is developed, which can use fewer fitness evaluations to generate better global solutions. Thirdly, three cooperation schemes that fits ES algorithms are designed. Experiments on both benchmark functions and real-world applications show that DCCMAES is effective and can remarkably improve the performance of traditional CC on overlapping problems.
Based on the current work, future research can focus on investigating and merging these cooperation schemes. Validating the performance of DCCMAES on more real-world problems would also be an interesting future direction.
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